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The ICE Krakow Congress Centre is a state-of-the-art, multifunctional venue in the very heart of the city. The

high standard of the building, spectacular architecture and great location in the centre of Krakow place it

among the most desired and exclusive congress centres in Europe since 2014. ICE Kraków is well-suited to

host business meetings such as congresses, conferences, corporate events and product launches, as well as

cultural events including festivals, concerts, spectacles, galas, exhibitions and community projects.

The well-connected venue has four main halls: the Auditorium (capacity 1915), the Theatre Hall (capacity 600),

the Chamber Hall (capacity 400) and the Conference Hall Complex (capacity 350). Each hall is equipped with

modern technical equipment to carry out the events at the highest level. ICE Kraków also boasts a glazed,

three-storey foyer o�ering stunning views over Wawel Castle, the Vistula River and the Kazimierz district,

providing comfortable space for a total 3200 visitors to myriad events.

Thanks to the great location in the centre of Krakow it takes 15 minutes’ walk to the Old Town. The venue has

three 4-star hotels in the closest vicinity of maximum 5 minutes walking distance. Travelling from the airport

takes about 20 minutes. The Congress Centre is surrounded by a special tra�c system encompassing

ground-level parking lots, bicycle parking areas, as well as a two-level underground parking lot for 335

vehicles. The nearest bus and tram stop is located only 50 meters away from the entrance.

Key information

Total function space

36000 m²

Total exhibition space

2650 m²

Theatre/Auditorium seats

3200

Meeting rooms

34

International airport

KRK Krakow Airport, Balice


